DIGITAL SIGNAGE & INTERACTIVE SOLUTIONS

Notre expertise au service de votre digitalisation

INTERACTIVE KIOSKS • TOUCH TABLES • DIGITAL BILLBOARD
LED PANELS • SCREEN PLAYERS
DIGITAL SIGNAGE SOFTWARE • BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

www.displaymedia.fr
Tel : +33 (0)5 46 52 52 52
INTERACTIVE KIOSKS
A MAJOR ASSET FOR YOUR DIGITAL COMMUNICATION

New essential tool in your digitalization strategy, our interactive kiosks are designed to broadcast your multimedia content and respond to all of your needs, thanks to the many customizations and configurations available.

**Presentation kiosk MBShow**

- Economic
- From 10.1” to 21.5”
- Projected capacitive technology
- Customizable

This presentation kiosk at the same time design, functional and economic will be adapted in all circumstances to your needs. Customizable, it will meet your requirements and integrate perfectly in your showroom, shopping center, store, hall, waiting room ...

**Economic kiosk MBCorail**

- Multifunction
- From 15” to 32”
- Projected capacitive technology
- Customizable

This kiosk has a wide range of customization and excellent value for money. These qualities make it one of the most popular models for multi-site deployment.

**Consultation kiosk MBServe**

- Dual screen
- Projected capacitive technology
- Customizable

This kiosk accessible to People with Reduced Mobility, has been designed for self-service use that will save time and offer a unique experience to your visitors. In addition to the touch screen located on the lower part, there is a vertical screen for the broadcast of informative or advertising content.

**Self-service kiosk MBSwel**

- 32”
- Projected capacitive technology
- Customizable

Available in your sales area, this self-service payment kiosk will allow you to combine the advantages of your physical customer journey with your digital offering in order to optimize your business strategy and capture new customers.

MAKE AVAILABLE DIGITAL SOLUTION WITH HIGH ADDED VALUE

**Self-service payment kiosk MBWave**

- From 15” to 32”
- Projected capacitive technology
- Customizable

Design, functional and secure, this interactive payment kiosk doesn't lack arguments to seduce your audience. It presents your applications on an inclined screen to facilitate its use and the peripherals necessary for your activity.

**Self-service printer kiosk MBWaveXL**

- From 21.5” to 32”
- Ticket / A4
- Customizable

It's the XL version of our payment kiosk, it includes a space that can accommodate an A4 printer for printing your bills or other documents.
TOUCH TABLES

GATHER YOUR VISITORS AROUND AN UNPRECEDENTED IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE

Provision of self-service our touch tables will allow you to display, share, manage multimedia content (photos, videos, documents, music, presentations, games ...) and access your dedicated applications (interactive platform, interactive map, online catalog, form, website ...).

Design Touch Table MTAKheops

More than a simple interactive communication device, our touch tables are innovative, user-friendly and offer an unique user experience to view, navigate, alone or with multiple users simultaneously.

Playful & Interactive Table MTAEnjoy

This design and fun touch table Can be used by several people at the same time. Available in self-service in your lobby, will entertain and urge your visitors big and small to wait.

DIGITAL TOTEMS

DIGITIZE YOUR SPACE WITH AN EFFICIENT COMMUNICATION TOOL

Designed to guide and inform your visitors, our digital totems are great communication tools.

Large format totem MTYumi

Totally customizable, this high-definition totem represents the essential support for your dynamic communication and the digitalization of your point of sale. In touch screen or non-touch screen version, in painted steel or stainless steel, oriented in portrait or landscape, it will adapt to all of your applications and your budget.

Dual-screen totem MTYumi

Available in dual-screen, touch or non-touch, this large-format digital totem offers exceptional display quality. Installed in your space, it will allow you to value your products and services in an innovative way by boosting interactions with your audience. It has several customization options: backlit logo, caddy protection ...

EXAMPLE OF HOW OUR INTERACTIVE SOLUTIONS CAN BE USED

Digital information device

Staging of commercial offer

To generate Leads

To measure client satisfaction

Self-service solution & click & collect

Help guide

Digitalization of customer’s journey

Sales tool

Wayfinding

Connected stores

Showroom

Legal posting for community
OUTDOOR SOLUTIONS
COMMUNICATE WITH OUR SUPPORTS DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR OUTSIDE

Display Media offers a full range of digital signage solutions and interactive solutions specifically designed for outdoor use even in environments with the highest exposure to weather conditions.

High definition Totem MTYumo

From 32” to 86”
High brightness
Vandal protection
Customizable

A great communication tool, this large format totem, specially developed for outdoor use, will fit ideally into your environment to guide and inform your audience. Available in tactile or non-tactile versions, with or without a protective topper, this totem offers an exceptional display quality, an adaptive brightness level and this whatever the sunlight conditions. Customizable this totem will adapt to all of your applications and needs.

Urban LEDs Panel MTCheyen

From 1.5m² to 6m²
Pitch from 3.9 to 8 mm
High brightness
Customizable

Our latest generation LED panels are designed for high definition display of your news, advertising, photos, videos and any other digital media outside. Disponibles en taille standard (de 1.5 m² à 6 m²), en petit ou grand format, sur pied ou mural, ils offrent une qualité et résolution d’affichage exceptionnelle (pitch de 3.9 à 8 mm), de jour comme de nuit, un niveau de luminosité adaptatif (jusqu’à 6000 cd/m²) et cela quelles que soient les conditions météorologiques et d’ensoleillement. Personnalisable également en termes de type et hauteur de pied, d’inclinaison de l’écran, de couleur de peinture, nos panneaux LED peuvent intégrer votre logo ou tous autres éléments lui permettant de s’intégrer au mieux dans votre environnement.

Click and collect kiosk MBLiberty

From 12” to 32”
High brightness
Projected capacitive technology
Customizable

Specially designed for outdoor applications (click and collect, site entry …), this touch kiosk incorporates a protective cap ensuring a perfect readability of the screen in the open position and protection against the risk of vandalism outside working hours of use in closed position.

Outdoor touch table MTAKheops

From 24” to 55”
Projected capacitive technology
High brightness

Located on the outside of your building, this latest-generation touch table is an innovative and user-friendly solution for communicating, sharing multimedia content and accessing your dedicated applications outside of your opening hours. This solution is particularly suited to town halls and communities wishing to make accessible to citizens municipal, legal, institutional and tourist information regardless of the time of day.

EXAMPLE OF HOW OUR OUTDOOR SOLUTIONS CAN BE USED

Digital information device
Legal posting for community
Self-service solutions & Drive
Smart urban signage
Advertising department
Wayfinding

FIND ALL OF OUR INTERACTIVE SOLUTIONS ON WWW.DISPLAYMEDIA.FR
THE KNOW-HOW of DISPLAY MEDIA
GLOBAL SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR DYNAMIC DISPLAY PROJECT

We take care of your project in its entirety: from conception by our design office to manufacturing in our production unit located in La Rochelle, via software development, on-site deployment and the establishment of an adapted maintenance contract.

Development & Manufacturing
From the design of 3D plans in our design office to manufacturing in our industrial sheet metal unit, we have all the equipment and resources needed to manufacture your interactive terminals, touch tables, digital totems, LED panels and all digital signage solutions.

Customization
In line with your graphic charter, we propose a wide range of aesthetic customization solutions tailored to each product in our catalog: painting according to RAL palette, anti-graffiti treatment, covering, silkscreen, magnetic artwork...

We also propose laser cutouts to back-light your logo using a PMMA plate with the color of your choice.

Logistic & Transport
The preparation, protection and packaging of your products is carried out by our logistics department which optimizes the packaging before being taken over by our carrier.

Your products are delivered to you within 72 hours, everywhere in Metropolitan France and in Europe. We also offer express delivery services under 24/48 hours.

Deployment & Installation
Display Media also offers an on-site commissioning service carried out by a team of technicians specialized in the respect of the possible constraints.

Support & Maintenance
Our assistance based on our site of La Rochelle, is powerful, reactive and ensures a level 1 and 2 response, a diagnosis for the hardware part, the Display Media operating systems and applications.

In the event of a confirmed hardware failure, an on-site intervention within 48 hours, depending on the chosen contract, will be carried out to put the product back into operation.

FIND ALL OF OUR SERVICES & INTERACTIVE SOLUTIONS ON WWW.DISPLAYMEDIA.FR
Expert in the field of digital signage, Display Media designs, develops and manufactures a full range of interactive solutions and digital signage devices. We design, manufacture and install you interactive kiosks, touch tables, digital totems, LEDs panels and other digital solutions.

With 25 years of experience in the field of tactile displays, Display Media offers innovative, reliable, tailor-made and sustainable solutions in line with current communication trends.

OUR SERVICES

- Purchase & Rental
- Deployment and commissioning
- After sales service 24h-48h
- Custom manufacturing
- Free Hotline
- On-site Maintenance

Display Media SAS
ZI de Belle Aire
1 rue Vasco de Gama
17440 AYTRÉ - FRANCE
Tel : +33 (0)5 46 52 52 52
Fax : +33 (0)5 46 07 44 45
contact@displaymedia.fr

Find all of our interactive solutions on:
www.displaymedia.fr